1. Purpose of the JDS
The purpose of the JDS program, Japan’s Grant Aid for Human Resource Development Program, is to offer
the research opportunities to the prosperous young scientists, business persons, and government officers, who
may take the official initiative in their home countries, at the higher educational institutions such as Kyushu
University. The objective of this program is to develop strong human resources, build a stronger personal and
institutional collaboration, and furthermore, enhance the prospective relationship between Japan and their
home countries.
The JDS program at the Graduate School of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences at Kyushu
University has launched in 2001. In 2015, 21 students from four countries, namely Lao PDR, Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Myanmar, have been enrolled. They study and conduct research in the individual laboratories
in our graduate school, and prepare the master’s theses in English and present them at the end of the program
period.
2. Enrolled JDS students in 2015
Name

Nationality

Laboratory

Supervisor
2013 Entrance

PHOUTHIVONG Khamsay

Lao PDR

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

SISOPHA Khansawanh

Lao PDR

Irrigation and Water Management

SHINOGI Yoshiyuki, Professor

LAOKOM Vila

Lao PDR

Environmental Geochemistry

WADA Shin-Ichiro, Professor

PHOMVISITH Ouanh

Lao PDR

Animal Production & Ecology

GOTO Takafumi, Professor

VO Hong Tu

Vietnam

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

NGUYEN Thi Ly

Vietnam

Agricultural and Farm Management

NANSEKI Teruaki, Professor

MAI Thi Ha

Vietnam

Animal Production & Ecology

GOTO Takafumi, Professor

NGUYEN Cong Thanh

Vietnam

Microbial Bioresources

DOI Katsumi, Senior Assistant Professor

TRAN Viet Phuong

Vietnam

Regulation in Metabolism and Behavior

FURUSE Mitsuhiro, Professor

PRUM Viseth

Cambodia

Food and Agricultural Policies

ITO Shoichi, Professor

KONG Sothea

Cambodia

Agricultural and Farm Management

NANSEKI Teruaki, Professor

TAING Koungveng

Cambodia

Irrigation and Water Management

FUKUDA Tetsuro, Associate Professor

SISADETH Vansath

Lao PDR

Forest Ecosystem Management

KASAHARA Tamao, Associate Professor

KHOUNTHIKOUMMANE Somsanouk

Lao PDR

Tropical Crops & Environment (Institute of Tropical Agriculture)

OGATA Kazuo, Professor

2014 Entrance

SENGSAY Somkhit

Lao PDR

Entomology

HIROWATARI Toshiya, Professor

DAO Thi Hoang Anh

Vietnam

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

DANG Thi Hai Yen

Vietnam

Agricultural and Farm Management

NANSEKI Teruaki, Professor

HOANG Quang Duong

Vietnam

Water Environment Engineering

HARADA Masayoshi, Associate Professor

DAO Minh Hai

Vietnam

Marine Environmental Science

OSHIMA Yuji, Professor

Min San

Myanmar

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

Kyaw Phone Wai

Myanmar

Forest Policy

SATO Noriko, Professor
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3. Requirements for Qualification and the Description of the JDS program
The required qualifications for applicants are as follows:
(1) Academic requirement: Bachelor’s degree or equivalent must be or expected to be awarded by the time
they are enrolled in the JDS program.
(2) Language skill: Non-native English speakers must hold a sufficiently high score of official qualification
test such as TOEFL, TOEIC, or the Cambridge Certificate.
(3) Health: An applicant has to be certified to be both physically and mentally healthy by a qualified and
recognized physician.
Program description and degree awarded
JDS program consists of lectures, seminars, and thesis writing. Students are required to obtain 30 hour
credits with a minimum required grade of 60% during the two-year program period. Master of Science (MSc)
will be awarded in the completion of a master thesis.

4. Course Description of special course (Master’s Course)
The Graduate School of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences offers the special course, the International
Development Research, which only opens for international students. The new semester for the special course
begins fall semester on October 1 each year followed by the spring semester in April.
(1) Course description
The special course is constructed with lectures, practicals, seminars and tutorials. Students are required
to obtain 30 credits with a minimum passing grade of 60%. The master's presented in Table1. Table 2
shows the outline of the course. Compulsory subjects consist of 12 hour thesis credits and 6 hour credits
of laboratory seminars. Students can also take 10 hour credits of module subjects, and 2 hour credits of
specific subject offered by the department the student belongs to.
(2) Opportunity to learn Japanese
The JDS students are expected to learn Japanese language during the course, though it is not compulsory.
Learning Japanese language enhances communication power and enriches their daily lives.
(3) Thesis work
All course works are conducted in English. A research topic for the thesis is determined over the discussion
with your major advisor.
(4) Expected degree awarded
In the end of their course work, specifically in the spring term of their second year, students are required to
present their research results and submit their master theses to the examination committee of the Graduate
School of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences. The committee evaluates the student's overall
performance, and the students with satisfactory performance are awarded a Master of Science (M. Sc)
degree.
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Table 1. The Master’s Course Curriculum
Code*
C01
C02
C03
C04
C05
P01
P02
M01
M02
M03
M04
M05
M06
M07
M08
M09
M10*
M11*
M12**
M13**
S01
S02
S03
S04
S05
S06
S07
S08
S09
S10
J01
J02

Subjects

Credit

Master’s Thesis Research I
Master’s Thesis Research II
Seminar in a Specified Field I
Seminar in a Specified Field II
Seminar in a Specified Field III
(Subtotal)
Agricultural Problem-Based Learning I
Agricultural Problem-Based Learning II
(Subtotal)
Fundamentals of Agricultural Sciences I (Basic Statistics)
Fundamentals of Agricultural Sciences II (Advanced Statistics)
Biological Resources : Utilization and Conservation
Soil and Water Environment
Current Topics in Agriculture and Food Environment
Agricultural English I (Presentation Skills)
Agricultural English II (Paper Writing Skills)
Special Lecture on International Development I
Special Lecture on International Development II
International Rural Development
Rural Survey Methodology
Advanced Technology in Agriculture
Food Science and Food Systems
(Subtotal)
Agricultural Bioresource Sciences
Animal and Mairne Bioresource Sciences
Forest and Forest Products Sciences
Bioproduction Environmental Sciences
Agronomy and Environmental Sciences
Agricultural and Resource Economics
Molecular Biosciences
Systems Biology
Applied Molecular Microbiology and Biomass Chemistry
Food Science and Biotechnology
(Subtotal)
Business Japanese I
Business Japanese II
(Subtotal)
Total

6
6
2
2
2
(18)
1
1
(2)
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
(20)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
(20)
1
1
(2)
62

Term***
II(S)
III(A)

I(A)

IV(S)

6
6
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

* C: compulsory subjects = 5 subjects (18 credit units); M: module subjects = 10 credit units selected from a total of 13 subjects (20 credit units); S: specialized
subjects = compulsory and particular to each department (2 credit units).
** Detailed schedule will be announced later.
*** A = Autumn term; S = Spring term

An outline of the Master’s course subjects is given in Table2. Compulsory subjects consist of the thesis (12 credits) and laboratory seminars (6
credits); module subjects of 10 credit units from a total of 13 subjects; and specialized subjects of one specific subject (2 credits) given by the
department to which the student belongs.

Table 2. Features of the Master’s course subjects
Aim

Lecture methods

Choice

Professors

Required

Compulsory
subjects

Research practice

Conventional
form

5 subjects

Laboratory
Prof.

18 credits

Module subjects

Improvement of basic academic abilities
focusing on agricultural administration
and rural development

Block module

13 subjects

Special team

10 credits

Block module

10 subjects

Your
departments

2 credits

Cross-cutting or interdisciplinary research
Specialized
subjects

Improvement of expertise
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5. List of Subjects and Supervising Professors for
International Development Research Course (Academic Year 2015)
Division

Agricultural Bioresource
Sciences

Laboratory

Professor
Bioresource Sciences
Plant Breeding
Atsushi YOSHIMURA
Crop Science
Mari IWAYA-INOUE
Plant Production Physiology
Osamu UENO
Insect Genome Schience
Takahiro KUSAKABE
Zoology
Hiroshi IIDA
Entomology
Toshiya HIROWATARI
Plant Pathology
Kenichi TSUCHIYA
Insect Pathology & Microbial Control
Insect Natural Enemies

Masami TAKAGI

Plant Photophysiology
Advanced Animal & Marine Bioresources ***
Functional Anatomy
Animal Reproductive Physiology
Chemistry & Technology of Animal Products

Shoji TABATA

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Hideshi YASUI
Yushi ISHIBASHI
Kazuyuki SAITOU

Satoshi KAMITANI
Naruto FURUYA
Chisa AOKI
Takatoshi UENO
Midori TUDA
Tomonao MATSUSHITA

Jae Man LEE
Takane KANEKO
Toshiharu MITA
Kazuhiro IIYAMA

Shotaro NISHIMURA Fuminori KAWABATA
Nobuhiko YAMAUCHI
Tomoki SOH
Yoshihide IKEUCHI
Ryuichi TATSUMI
Wataru MIZUNOYA
Masataka SHIMOJO
Regulation in Metabolism and Behavior
Mitsuhiro FURUSE
Shinobu YASUO
Animal & Marine
Bioresource Sciences
Yutaka NAKANO
Animal Production & Ecology
Takafumi GOTOH
Hideyuki TAKAHASHI
Marine Biology
Michiya MATSUYAMA
Akihiko YAMAGUCHI
Fisheries Biology
Shigeo KAWAGUCHI Noritaka MOCHIOKA
Akira KURIHARA
Aquatic Field Science
Michiyasu YOSHIKUNI
Shin OIKAWA
Norio ONIKURA
Marine Environmental Science
Yuji OSHIMA
Yohei SHIMASAKI
Agro-environmental Sciences
Michito TSUYAMA
Plant Metabolic Physiology
Atsushi WATANABE
Eiji GOTOH
Silviculture
Susumu SHIRAISHI Koichiro GYOKUSEN
Kotaro SAKUTA
Shinya KOGA
Forest Resources Management
Shoji OHGA
Tsutomu ENOKI
Naoaki TASHIRO
Forest
Yasuhiro UTSUMI
Environmental
Forest Management
Shigejiro YOSHIDA
Nobuya MIZOUE
Sciences
Forest Policy
Noriko SATO
Akie KAWASAKI
Erosion Control
Tetsuya KUBOTA
Yoshinori SHINOHARA
Tamao KASAHARA
Masaaki CHIWA
Forest Ecosystem Management
Kyoichi OTSUKI
Atsushi KUME
Ayumi KATAYAMA
Takuo HISHI
Irrigation and Water Management
Yoshiyuki SHINOGI
Tetsuro FUKUDA
Water Environment Engineering
Kazuaki HIRAMATSU Masayoshi HARADA
Environmental Soil Engineering
Takahiro HIGASHI
Akiko NAKANO
Environmental Soil Geochemistry
Shin-Ichiro WADA
Yuki MORI
Bioproduction
Agricultural Meteorology
Masaharu KITANO
Daisuke YASUTAKE
Kenji WAKIMIZU
Environmental Sciences
Bioproduction and Environmental Information Science***
Yasumaru HIRAI
Yasumaru HIRAI
Agricultural Machinery and Production Systems Design
Eiji INOUE
Muneshi MITSUOKA
Takashi OKAYASU
Postharvest Science
Toshitaka UCHINO
Fumihiko TANAKA
Horticultural Science
Akira WAKANA
Kaori SAKAI
Agroecoogy
Toshihiro MOCHIZUKI
Yukio OZAKI
Tomomi ABIKO
Agronomy &
Environmental Control for Biology
Satoshi YOSHIDA
Toshihiko EGUCHI
Environmental Sciences
Tropical Crops & Environment
Kazuo OGATA
Ikuo MIYAJIMA
Bioresources & Management
Keiji TAKASU
Shunichiro TAKANO
Sustainable Agricultural Production
Katsuki ADACHI
Hideaki IWAHORI
Wood Science
Junji MATSUMURA
Masumi HASEGAWA
Wood Materials Technology
Tetsuya NAKAO
Noboru FUJIMOTO
Hiroki SASAGAMI
Sustainable
Forest Chemistry & Biochemistry
Yuji TSUTSUMI
Toshihiro ONA
Koki FUJITA
Bioresources Science
Bioresources Chemistry
Takuya KITAOKA
Hirofumi ICHINOSE
Systematic Forest & Forest Products Science
Kuniyoshi SHIMIZU
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Division

Laboratory

Agricultural &
Resource Economics

*

Molecular Biosciences

*

Systems Biology

*Applied Molecular
Microbiology &
Biomass Chemistry

Professor
Agricultural & Resource Economics
Food and Agricultural Policies
Shoichi ITO
Agricultural and Farm Management
Teruaki NANSEKI
Quantitative Food Economic Analysis
Koshi MAEDA
Food Marketing and Distribution
Susumu FUKUDA
Environmental Economics
Mitsuyasu YABE
Bioscience & Biotechnology
Biochemistry
Makoto KIMURA
Marine Biochemistry
Miki NAKAO
Marine Resource Chemistry *
Makoto ITO
Biophysical Chemistry
Plant Nutrition

Ken MATSUOKA

Molecular Gene Technology *
Protein Chemistry & Engineering
Pesticide Chemistry
Plant Molecular Bioscience
Synthetic Biology *
Cellular Regulation Technology *
Silkworm Bioresources
Plant Bioresources
Metabolic Architecture Design *
Bioprocess Design *
Functional Genomics and Metabolism *
Soil and Environmental Microbiology
Applied Microbiology
Microbial Technology *
Biomacromolecular Materials *

Satoru KUHARA
Yoshizumi ISHINO

Microbial Bioresources
Biomaterial Design *
Nutrition Chemistry

*Food Science &
Biotechnology

Food Chemical Biology *

Associate Professor
Hiroshi ISODA

Yosuke CHOMEI
Kohya TAKAHASHI
Masahiro MORITAKA
Yoshifumi TAKAHASHI

Goshi SATO

Yoshimitsu KAKUTA Takashi NAKASHIMA
Tomonori SOMAMOTO
Nozomu OKINO
Yohei ISHIBASHI
Etsuko NISHIMOTO
Takeo YAMAKAWA
Masamichi KIKUCHI
(Research Associate)
Akiko MARUYAMA
Kosuke TASHIRO
Shigeru MUTA
Takeshi YAMAGAMI
Akinori HIRASHIMA
Naotaka YAMADA

Masahiro OKAMOTO
Taizo HANAI
Sanetaka SHIRAHATA Yoshinori KATAKURA
Yutaka BANNO
Toshihiro KUMAMARU
Hiroyuki WARIISHI
Fumihide SHIRAISHI
Shigeki FURUYA
Kenji SAKAI
Kaoru TAKEGAWA
Sadazo YOSHINO
Kenji SONOMOTO
Jiro NAKAYAMA
Daisuke TATSUMI
Katsumi DOI
(Senior Asst. Professor)
Tetsuo KONDO
Masao SATO
Hirofumi TACHIBANA

Assistant Professor

Hiroyuki HAMADA
Kiichiro TERUYA
Koji YAMAMOTO

Yukihiro TASHIRO
Yujiro HIGUCHI
Takeshi ZENDO

Shingo YOKOTA
Bungo SHIROUCHI
Michiko NONAKA
(Research Associate)
Mitsuru TANAKA

Food Analysis *
Toshiro MATSUI
Food Process Engineering
Mitsuya SHIMODA
Noriyuki IGURA
Food Hygienic Chemistry
Takahisa MIYAMOTO
Ken-ichi HONJOH
* belongs to the Department of Innovative Science and Technology for Bio-industry in the Doctor’s course
Innovative Science & Technology for Bio-industry **
** opens only for the Doctor’s course.
Keishi SAKAGUCHI
Karatsu Reseanch Center
Naoki NAGAMO
Hajime KITANO
Mako NAKAMURA
Attached Promotive Center for International
Yuichiro AMEKAWA
Hisako NOMURA
Education and Research of Agriculture
(Senior Asst. Professor)
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6. Program for JDS fellows
Pre-arrival program
We dispatch of professor for pre-arrival supervision in relation to the research context as necessary
Programs specific to JDS students during the Master’s degree course
1. Special lectures/seminars/workshops on the domestic/international/regional issues,
2. Special seminars for the JDS countries,
3. Well-provided facility with basic equipment for the classes and research,
4. Special supplementary lessons for the needy students,
5. Individual tutoring assistance for the foreign student system.
(These courses are taught by invited foreign scholars during the intensive lectures. The uniqueness and the
specific information and technology are provided for individual regional developments).
In additional to the Master’s Program, an additional coursework is prepared for JDS students to enhance their
knowledge on both academic and cultural experience at Kyushu University. It filled with a number of academic
activities that inspire you academically while allowing you to explore Japanese culture and to enjoy campus life
during your study.
1) International Seminar
We invite well-known researchers from all over
the world. This is a great opportunity to hear
about their research, and also a good chance to
discuss it with them personally.
Recent seminar titles are, “New Challenges of
ODA for Agricultural Development Schemes in
Recipient Countries” in 2012, and “Contemporary
Issues in East Asian Agriculture, its Market,
Environment, and GIAHS” in 2013. This will
be one of the most exciting experiences you will
have in your academic career.

(International Seminar, May 2014)

2) Research Skills Seminar
Many of the new JDS fellows are just starting
their research. We will help you get started
on your research as smoothly as possible. We
have several research seminars such as survey
methodology, writing skills, and presentation
practice.

(Research skills Seminar, Dec.2014)
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3) Research Trip
Based on the student requests, we organize research trips and visit research centers or farmers. We have
visited the marine product and research center, a strawberry farm, rice farmers and an agricultural engineering
site. This is an exciting opportunity to get to know and see the leading technology in agriculture or marine
production as a future technological leader in your home countries.

(Field Visit to Furuno Duck Farm, July 2015)
(Lunch at Furuno organic farm. July 2015)

4) Life in Kyushu University
Life in Kyushu University Academic life at Kyushu
University is intense as well as warm and welcoming. One
of the best experiences of your two year academic life
will be the farewell party held by the Agricultural Faculty,
including your supervisors, at the end of your two year
program. JDS fellows celebrate their hard work, and enjoy
the last BBQ at Kyushu University.

7. Master’s Thesis Presentation

(Fishing and BBQ, Sept. 2014)

Students will be awarded the Master of Science (M.Sc) on completion of a satisfactory thesis. This year, the
presentation was held on July 23rd and the students successfully met satisfactory level.

(Maiter's thesis presentation, July 2015)
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Post-program
1. Follow-up Seminar
Another two years of hard work, your supervisors will be your important research co-workers. We organize
follow-up seminars in your home countries, where you can have another opportunity to discuss and inspire
your further research. Follow up seminars were held in Laos in 2011, Vietnam in 2012, Cambodia in 2013,
Myanmar in 2014, and will be held in Laos in 2015.

(Follow-up Seminar in Myanmar, Dec. 2014)

2. Guidance of the journal article submission
Supervisors will continue to guide you and support you to submit a journal article based on data and analysis
conducted during the program

(Guest Seminar, Dec. 2014)
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3. Network building
JDS homepage
Find out what’s going on in the JDS Master’s Program at the Graduate School of Bioresource and
Bioenvironmental Sciences at Kyushu University. Here you can find professors’ names and publications, JDS
students’ names and publications, as well as upcoming events such as international seminars and follow-up
seminars.
http://www.agr.kyushu-u.ac.jp/international/graduate/jds/

JDS Facebook Page
Here you can find information about research seminars on topics such as how to conduct a literature review
using academic databases such as PubMed and how to manage references using Mendeley. It also functions
as a meeting place for JDS alumni. You can stay in touch with your JDS friends long after you leave Kyushu
University.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/JDS-at-Kyushu-University/441849815879864
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8. Reports from JDS Students

tour organized by JDS program to visit an organic rice farm using
power of duck. At first it was imagined like what had been done in
Laos. But my perception immediately changed when the purpose
and procedure of integrating ducks in the rice field were explained
by the farmer in line with our closely actual observation. The
owner was exactly not an ordinary farmer. He was special and
unique. Even though this experience was brought from South East
Asia, the target of raising ducks in rice field was not for eggs or
meat like I had been seen at all. Contrarily qualified organic rice
production and enriching ecological system surrounding the farm
are the main purposes. Ducks were integrated to play important
roles on enhancing the yields instead of chemical pesticide,
herbicide and fertilizer. According to an experiment of Mr. Takao
Furuno, the farm owner, the result shows that yields from the
plots with ducks are higher than those conventional ones, while
the soil condition is better year by year. He also adds his study
that however, in Japan as a whole, the yields from integrated rice
and duck farming are probably somewhat less than those from
conventional rice farm due to lacks of experience; it is clear that
integrated rice and duck farming increases yields in another Asian
country.
For the sake of environment, farmer and food security, why
this simply and familiar but efficient technique should not be
strongly promoted in our South East Asian countries, especially in
Laos!

2013 Entrance
PHOUTHIVONG Khamsay
Integrated Rice and Duck Farming

First of all I would like to express my thankfulness and
appreciation to Japanese people as well as Japanese government
for their kindly and continuously support to the socio-economic
development process in Laos, including this JDS program. As a
member of JDS fellows in Kyushu University, specific research
and problem solving skills what I have learnt and been taught
are unexplainably over my pre-estimation. Yet some special
impressions are beyond, those are just obtained from study courses
that annually provided to all other international students who have
been enrolled in this University. Excluding warmly caring of their
fellows of JICE staffs, my favorite outdoor study programs is a
research tour to an organic rice farm where the farmer integrates
rice and duck to produce organic rice in Iizuka City.
It was around 20 years ago when I was a child. We had a
small rice field where around 20 ducks were raised. At that time
we never considered any advantages of ducks other than eggs and
meat for self-subsistence. My perception on advantage of duck
was more developed during my university life in Laos. On the way
home from university at weekends, what I was always interested
were thousands of ducks raised by Vietnamese people in rice field
of Lao local people. This then became a well profit agribusiness
and was seen in many places along the road from Vientiane
province to Vientiane capital. However, the main purpose of this
agribusiness was only for eggs or meat for local markets, not many
of them have been seen since late 2010. Hence it was so surprising
for me when I heard and had an opportunity to join a research

SISOPHA Khansawanh
Second year of living in Fukuoka

The flower
blossom and warmer
temperature are a signal
of the spring season
coming, this is a time
that we are waiting to
celebration of a Cherry
blossom or Sakura
blossom of the year 2015
as we call “Hanami” or
flower viewing which
normally holding at the
end of March to mid of
April.
This is a great
opportunity to see a
beautiful and colorful
flower with a nice weather that we are looking forward after three
months of freezing feeling in the winter season. Sakura blossom
is only a short period of time but it is an awesome atmosphere
for sightseeing and get some good outdoor activities such as
picnicking under the Sakura tree with family and friends.
As Sakura blossom, a wonderful time is quite rapid like as
water saturated in a sand. At the present, I have been already living
in Japan almost one and haft year. It is a happy time and I gain
a lot of experience in half, however my job does not completely
done yet; even through it is the most fantastic season of the year
but it seem like as a busy time is coming with a new semester of
the academic life in Kyushu University.
This spring semester is an important term because it is a
last semester of my master course and focus on writing paper
and thesis so I would like to describe about my research with a
short summary what I have done; I belong to irrigation and water
management laboratory and there are two major field of studies:
one is sheet pipe drainage and irrigation system which calls in
short form “SPIDI system” and the other is Bio-charcoal.
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WADA, Division
of Bioproduction
Environmental
Science. In this
study, four different
amounts of
alkaline materials
(CaCO3 and MgO)
were separated
treated the Pb
contaminated
soils to obtain the
desired pH values.
The results indicate
that the application
of both CaCO3 and MgO are very effective on increasing pH of
soils and reducing the Pb concentration in the water extraction.
I am very happy on my daily and academic life in Fukuoka
and I do not think my time in Japan is ending soon! I also feel that
the time flies so quickly and now it is almost two years passed.
There are many impressive moments and memorable activities that
are unforgettable in my life.

SPIDI system is
quite interesting irrigation
pattern because it is
different from the other
irrigation methodology
as I have known before.
This system is modified
from surface drainage
and sub-drainage. The
main functions are
irrigation and drainage
system which operates
automatically by a
sensor that is connected
to control panel and
pumping.
The research field
is located in Munakata, far from Fukuoka City to the north around
50 minutes or 37km by car driving. The plot size is 80m x 32m
and the main criteria of this system are a sheet-pipe and a mole
pipe, two of them are installed by machinery; for a long section
side is sheet pipe line and a cross section side is mole pipe line,
the sheet pipe is made a function as irrigation and the mole pipe is
drainage.
The objective of finding is investigated water movement
under the sub-soil as characteristic of water supply and drainage
when operated by SPIDI system. If we could answer the
hypothesis, it would be possible to distribute this system as
irrigated efficiency and also water use capacity which both of them
are one factor that could be increasing agricultural productivity.
However, this system is being research and development by Japan
Association of Sheet pipe Promotion (JASPiP) and moreover,
my associate professor is a member and co-developer of this
organization. In the other hands, there are some plot sites in
Kyushu such as Usa city Oita prefecture and Munakata city
Fukuoka prefecture have been installed by this system.
In the past year, it could be said like as a significant time to
learn, collected data and got an experiment, until now it still keeps
on but just change the mode to management, analyze, solution
and get a conclusion of the finding. It is a complicated situation
however I get an amazing period of time and a lot of helpful, well
support, co-operation from my kindly professor and associate
professor, my warmly friends, JDS’s active authorities and my
lovely family to push me up and keep moving forward.

The life in Fukuoka, Japan
Studying in Japan especially Fukuoka (Kyushu University)
is the greatest opportunity and is the dream of many students in
my home country. In Japan, there are many interesting places to
visit in all year round such as cherry blooming (Sakura) in spring,
summer is the season of firework and the colorful leaves can be
seen at the end of summer. Living in japan is extremely safe, nice
weather, clean and convenient. There is less of social problem and
you never lost your properties in case of leaving the room without
locking the door. Almost everything is available in the local
convenient stores and supper markets. I think it is the best place
to visit in the holyday and even live permanently. Japanese people
are very kind and friendly to the foreigners but they often really
busy with their own work. The place that we live is surrounded
by convenient stores, supper market and advance transportation
system. The public transport is excellent, with rail, bus and subway
service that make it easy to get around the city and connect another
areas.
Academic life in Kyushu University
The requirement from university to graduation for master
degree is at least 30 credits, these are from module and specialize
subject, seminar and thesis. In the first year we generally take the
classes and second year, time is required to concentrate on the
research and doing the experiment. For studying and conducting
the research, all facilities will be provided such as high speed
Internet, books, advance analytical machines and etc. Lectures and
seminars in various topics and related field always are held in each
semester that you can register and take the class. For international
students, free Japanese course from basic to advance level is
available which we can take the test and register all year round.
Taking Japanese class is strongly recommended because sometime
you might get difficulty to communicate with Japanese students.
Therefore, becoming Japanese friend you will have a chance
to practice Japanese and get to know more about their culture.
People usually give souvenir or present to each other after return
from the trip or special day. Visiting someone’s house, take small
present is very common culture in Japan. In addition, preparation
for academic life (course information and subject details) is the
most important because it is the common problem for Lao students
especially basic statistic.
There are many research trips for example: integrate
farming, picnic and terrace rice cultivation, supported by JDS

LAOKOM Vila
life in Kyushu University

More than a year and half that I have been studying and
conducting the master research in the title of the effect of alkaline
materials on stabilization lead (Pb) contaminated soils. My
research was carried out in the laboratory of Environmental
Geochemistry under the supervision of professor Shin-Ichiro
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programe. Kyushu University Foreign Students Association
(KUFSA) regularly organizes the activities for international
students such as cooking festival, sport tournament and parties
for special events. These events and activities provide the good
opportunity to make relationship with each other and make friends
around the world. Moreover, Lao students had a great opportunity
to exchange the traditional culture in the Asian Pacific Festival
Fukuoka 2014. Many countries participated and performed their
culture show such as China, Malaysia, Thailand and etc. In the
stage, traditional dance was showed in individual and group
performance. It was the exiting moment for us during standing
in front of a huge audience. In this event, time was limited for
rehearsal (1 day) and many of us lacking experience and dancing
skill but everything was completely successful.
Finally, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to
my supervisor (Professor Shin Ichiro WADA) on his warmly
welcome, valuable comments and closely guidance on conducting
the research. Thanks to associate professor Yuki Mori for kindly
help and discussion on seminar session and special thanks to Dr.
Morishita for his assistance on experimental work. However, my
experiment could not be completed without the support of my
lab mates. Therefore, special thanks to them for providing warm
environment and helping me on doing analytical work. In addition,
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Laos and Japan
government for providing with an opportunity to study in Kyushu
University. I am also grateful to JICE coordinators for their
generous support during my stay in Japan.

accessible city as in Fukuoka and other major cities in Japan;
excitingly, the Kuju Agricultural Research Center is located in
the special area which plentiful of grandiose tourism sites and
activities, such as hot spring (Onsen), Flower Park, mountainous
hiking activity, many livestock farming, and abundant of appealing
nature and silent atmosphere. Therefore, if you have a change to
visit these wonderful sites mean that you are lucky.
Q-beef Research Prospects
As livestock production is my major research field, I am
really interested in Japanese cattle production system, especially
Japanese Black cattle or Wagyu is the best marbled beef quality,
higher value than other beef breed. During doing my research
in Kuju, I was lucky to visit the cattle auction markets, there is
interesting that farmers can produce 8 to 10 months with body
weight around 250 kilograms calf, and sold to market with great
economics, which is incomparable with native calf production in
my homeland. Although the present production system of these
farmers are almost relying on commercial feed, intensive and
slightly high cost per cattle head production; however, after tax
and fixed disbursement those values can still maintain their farm
management. It is potential that this production system would be
adjusted and applied to livestock farming system in rural area as
my hometown in Laos; due to this farming system is helpful and
sharing the benefit between calf producers and fattening farmers.
Deeply, at first I proposed my refined topic as grassland
resource management for my research master thesis, but this
proposal was large cover and there was excluded in the major
research strategy of Kyushu University. Therefore, I discussed
with my supervisor and I have approved from my organization’s
director to do the specific research as Kyushu University can
support and corresponding to the long term development
strategy of my work. As the novel concept of beef production
that establishing with environmentally preserves approach, Kuju
Agricultural Research Center under scientific management of Dr.
Takafumi Gotoh, he has extremely engaged with environmental
problems globally. The “Q-beef” is a famous and ideally
impressive brand in Kyushu University disciplines that mainly
focuses on low cost and environmentally friendly production
strategy with integrated applications of scientific knowledge,
this regarding to ‘metabolic imprinting’. As early results of this
research strategy have revealed that calves were intensively nursed
with high nutrient milk replacer with an early weaning resulted in
higher growth rate, greater productive, more positively economic
effect, and existing advantages than counterpart that nursed by
conventional system. My own experiment is still going well in
a pathway; however, I hope that this research scheme would be
constructively affected to long term for Japanese beef production.
As livestock agriculture, especially beef cattle is playing an vital
role in the livelihood of Lao farmers in rural areas, while raising
systems are mainly based on natural feed resource, it makes me
more interested in this research because I hope that this research

PHOMVISITH Ouanh
Pastoral Life around Kuju Mountain

First of all, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to
Japanese government through the Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA), and sincerely acknowledge to the Japanese Human
Resource Development Scholarship (JDS) coordinated committees
that provided the great opportunity for me to come and study in
Japan. Unforgettably, the special and powerful relationship and
cooperation between the people of two nations that offered this
special and invaluable gift for me.
A two years research and study period is not seemed to be
extended remaining; the time is running out with the worthiest
experiences and pretty memory of harmonic lifestyle between
metropolitan and rural existences. Thankful for introduction and
let me know the life culture and daily activities in the civilized city
for six months in Fukuoka. Over a year that I spent time in Kuju
town I have visited many wonderful places within Oita prefecture,
I have found many Japanese friends, they are generous people,
they always want to talk with me, but the difficult and biggest
problem for me is daily communicating with some ones that they
are not speak English, eventual with Japanese speaking less as me,
the transportation system in rural area is unlike as in the accessible
city. Although the daily life in rural area is totally different from
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the lectures. With the regard to the examinations, they are actually
not so serious, but you have to listen carefully and spend a bit of
time for reviewing what the lecturers mentioned in the classes. To
me, I think the most difficult thing is English writing for students
who come from non-speaking countries because you are required
to write during the examination.
Actually, we are junior researchers, the nature of the term
re-search – a combined word of a prefix “re-“ and a verb “search”,
means that we just have to search what have already completed
and existed. We therefore need to find some good published papers
and follow the methodologies that they developed or used. This is
the way I have followed but I don’t know it is applicable for other
fields instead of economics. It is not so difficult to find good papers
when you study in Kyushu University as you can access mostly
the journals with high impact factors. To me, I have searched good
papers through ISI Journal list provided by Thomson Reuters,
Scopus database and/or Google Scholar and then checked the total
citations for each papers. The more citations the higher reputation
the paper have.
In my opinion, a good paper or manuscript must use a
reliable methodology and be peer-reviewed or check by specified
professors/researchers. With regard to the former (reliable
methodology) I already mentioned in the previous paragraph. This
part I will focus on how to have your paper checked by specialists.
Let’s try to finish your manuscript early and then present to your
professor and laboratory mates to get intellectual comments. Then,
you can ask your professor to submit your paper to a conference
relating to your research to present and update it based on precious
comments. Don’t be afraid of budget because you are under
JDS program, so you have a fund to cover your trip during the
conference.
These are all of my experiences after one and half years of
studying in Kyushu University. Hope these are useful!
BEST WISHES!

project would be appropriate to address the problems of cattle
production in my home country. Moreover, I also have a great
opportunity to study and practice many valuable techniques on
laboratory and field researches, which would be very helpful to my
work in the future. I really thank to my both thoughtful advisors,
Dr. Takafumi Gotoh and Dr. Hideyuki Takahashi, since they
always encourage and guide me how to carry out my experiment
in both laboratory and field activities until my research was started
and would be completely done soon.
Conclusively, during two years of my research in Japan, I
have gained many experiences include technical knowledge and
social lifestyle. Although some time is difficult to living amongst
people that they could not understand what you said, and you
also not understood what they wanted to talk. Therefore, if you
or your friends have a chance to study in Japan, I suggest that
study Japanese language in early is the great way and the most
advantage for you, then you will never lonely, and you would
be love with friendly societies and accessibly to any places that
you are interested in, especially in Kuju area is reservedly unique
culture with farming and elder people. Finally, let study Japanese
before study in Japan.

VO Hong Tu
TO BE SUCCESSFUL!
Reported by Vo Hong Tu

NGUYEN Thi Ly
Many thanks from bottom of my heart!
Here I would like to review some noticeable points in
my study process after one and half year from the beginning in
Kyushu University, Japan because I believe these notices will
be helpful for new comers to be successful in study. My writing
will focus mainly on providing the answers to some following
questions
1. Why do JDS require us to write the research proposal?
2. How hard do you have to study to pass the compulsory courses?
3. How to update your gap of knowledge a new methodology?
4. How to write a good manuscript relating to your master thesis?
As regards the first question, the research proposal is
considered to be an important indicator which shows your interest
in a specific area. Based on this, you will be allocated to an
appropriate laboratory. However, it should be noticed that your
proposal must be related to your academic background or previous
works, which are the basic for your success in study. Based on my
own experiences, your proposal can be changed if it is not feasible
in terms of budget constraints, needlessness and in-novelty in
Japan. However, you will have more chances to progress your
study as you complete your proposal earlier.
As you know that the English courses are organized for
international students coming from various disciplines. Thus the
contents of each lecture are also diverse to meet the demands of
all. To develop your knowledge both vertically and horizontally,
you have to learn more by yourself rather than expecting all from

Is it time to look back? To be honest, I do not believe that I
have been studying and living almost two years in Japan!
First of all, I would like to thank to my professor Teruaki
Nanseki and my assistant professor Yosuke Chomei in Laboratory
of Agricultural and Farm Management! My sensei (teachers)
who go with me along with my research journey are very kind
and guide me very carefully. Through every regular seminar
on Tuesday and every literature review seminar on Thursday,
I can study a lot of new things and improve my skills such as
presentation, discussion, etc. Furthermore, they give me many
good chances to take part in conferences where I can enhance my
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to the kindness of my
supervisor – Gotoh
sensei, Takahashi
sensei, other farm
members and also
my Japanese family
I could go to school
or shopping without
difficulty. That four months period from December 2014 to middle
of March 2015 was hard time for me; I had to bother many people
around for help and I felt uncomfortable. Now, spring has come, I
can enjoy good atmosphere, beautiful scenery, sweet flower smell
when cycling to school or shopping. In one year round, overcome
four winter months I can enjoy other eight months of beautiful
nature.
Unlike nature, extremely cold and uncomfortable in winter,
people here are always kind and warm. I can feel that warm from
my lab to my apartment. I even have my Japanese family here with
grandmother, father, mother and sister. They take care of me as
if I am a real member of the family. I love them and I feel myself
so lucky to meet them. When I stay with them my homesick
disappear, only love and happily laugh remain. This time, I usually
come home late because of experiment work; I could not come
to play with my Japanese family as often as before even my
apartment just 5 minutes far from their house. However, I try to
come at least twice a week so that I can feel my body be relaxed in
the warm water of the hot spring and my mind be comforted with
warm family love.
One and a half year had passed; many things have been
experienced and learned. I have six months more to go, six months
to finish my master course at Kyushu University, six months to
close my unforgettable time in Japan and open even better time
in the near future. Now, I am analyzing data for writing thesis,
hopefully I will have interesting result to share with you six
months later. One again, thanks to JDS for giving me this chance
and thanks to family, teachers, friends and people around for
making my wonderful stay in Japan.

knowledge, skills and experiences. They really inspire me to go
deeply into academic life not only the time in Japan but also the
rest of my life!
Secondly, I would like to thank to JICE who always beside
me! It is difficult to describe how hard for international students
like me to live in Japan without helping of JICE’s staffs, especially
in the first period of time when I just came to Japan! JICE’s staffs
are very friendly and kind! For example, in my case, at the time
I have just come to Japan I need to continue consulting on my
health, I have asked helps from all of my Vietnamese friends
but unfortunately it did not worked well. Then I have bravely
asked help from JICE. JICE’s staff have guided me very detail
everything. It is a memorable thing I will never forget. Thus,
please do not hesitate to contact with JICE whenever and about
whatever!
In addition to, I give a big thank to all of my family, friends
and colleagues who always help me go through difficulties!
Last but not at least, deeply thanks to Japanese Government,
Vietnamese Government and my university in Vietnam who give
me a good opportunity to study in Japan!

MAI Thi Ha
Annual report 2014 - 2015

I have been studied in Kyushu University – Japan for nearly
two years. One more Sakura season is coming, and my feelings
about everything in Japan seem different. It seem that the more I
stay the more I understand and the more I love Japan and people
here.
This time last year I just moved to my research place –
“Kuju Plateau” and now I am in a rush time to analyze data for my
research. Many things need to be done before I can interpret my
research result to you, so in this report I just tell you mainly about
my daily life experiences and feeling.
My apartment and my lab are located in the mountainous
area. I have an electric bike to commute to laboratory or
supermarket or any entertaining place near there. The environment
around my living area is very nice, so beautiful and fresh.
However, there is no YOKARO bus, which could bring me to
Fukuoka very cheap and convenient, as last year. So, transportation
is big problem if I need to go somewhere far from my town.
The situation even went worse in winter when I could not go to
anywhere by bike because of snow. On those difficult days, thank

NGUYEN Cong Thanh
Japan, memorable time

Looking back
on the passed days
in Japan, I could not
imagine that my two
year master course
is ending. Time
is indeed flying.
Initially, when I came
to laboratory and
everything was weird.
It all is now familiar
to me. Discussion
in the every week
seminar, talking to
lab mates and Sensei,
doing experiments
are now memorable
things in my life. By
this chance, I also would like to express my sincere thanks to my
supervisor, Assoc. Prof. Katsumi Doi, for the great encouragement
and supervision. Furthermore, I would like to give deep thanks
to my lab mates, who helped for quickly acquaint with the labour
and deal with difficulties in daily life. Finally, I would like to state
my deep thanks to Japanese Government and Japanese Grant Aid
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they work and study.
The first lesson to
be mentioned is
patience in work.
The way they take
care in every detail of
experiment steps and
keep calm with hard
works at very young
age really impressed
me. People here
leave for home very
late, I often see light
from my lab room
until 11:00 and 12:00 pm. Second of all is the way to develop
my research path based on careful consideration of my own data
together with reading reference materials from scientific books
and paper. I am trained to create research ideas by myself to make
clear and examine my research hypothesis. Research work is
really hard but sometime it is very interesting. It is enjoyable to
find out the answer for puzzle things in my research after doing
experiments. I want to show my deep gratitude to my respected
supervisor, Professor Mitsuhiro Furuse - Laboratory of Regulation
in Metabolism and Behavior for not only his valued instruction
and training but also his great kindness support. Third of all is
teamwork skill. I read somewhere that Japanese people are wellknown for their way of working collaborated to others in such
a harmony and effective manner. I had chance to experience the
saying “One for all and all for one” in my laboratory works.
Following is all of my wonderful memories that I had
chance to experience during my time here. Remember the
beginning time when I settled down my study in my lab, I felt a
little bit lonely and nervous. People talked and presented academic
seminars by a language that I could not understand and all the
devices in laboratory guided in Japanese. Blessedly, my lab-mates
welcomed me with very warm and gentle support. Furthermore,
my seniors explained clearly and effectively how to deal with lab
works and all the seminars in lab are now supported with materials
in English. The very simple but supportive saying from my
Professor: “Your mental is important” may be unforgettable to me.
Indeed, I am trained not only for a better academic background
but also for a better living spirit. I want to say my sincere thanks
to JDS program for giving me a golden chance to pursue my
higher study in such an ideal environment like Japan. Besides
important financial support, I also receive thoughtful care for easy
living in Japan from JICE staff and have opportunity to expand
my knowledge by many interesting field trips and academic talks
by topnotch professors organized by JDS program. The trip to
Aso vocano mountain and fishing time in beautiful Ito beach are
enjoyable experiences with me.
Now it is spring time in Japan with amazingly beautiful
cherry blossom and nice weather. It is wonderful for Hanami
event with my beloved friends in Uni and my lovely teachers and
labmates. It is difficult to say how I will miss Japan and Japanese
people I have chance to meet here after coming back to my home
country. I wish all the best for their life and hope to keep in touch
in future.

for Human Resource Development Scholarship (JDS) program,
all Kyushu – JDS coordinators giving me opportunities to study in
Japan. From deep of my heart, I wish the relationship of Vietnam
and Japan have more developed.
Academic life
For the academic life, Kyushu University is perfect
academic environment. Here, I could access easily to information
resources such as database of sciences, and books or printed
journals from library. It could not be more convenient while in
Kyushu University it is enable to download paper of specific
journal from internet. In laboratory, shortly, it was all day long of
experiments. I started acquainting quite hard with new equipment.
It was thrilled whenever I could find somethings new and
interesting by doing experiements. Nevertheless, in many cases,
I fell into stress and disappointment because of repated failure of
experiments caused by unknown or undetectable reasons. When
I got stuck in these, my sensei always explained and encouraged
me. He was a real great supervisor. He spirited me, blew idea into
my mind. Once again, I deeply thank to sensei.
Daily life
My day has passed willingly and serenely with my family.
It was great to be here with two companions, my wife and little
daughter. I was not lonely on the study way. After hard-working
study, I found interesting and happy at home as sharing emotion
with my wife or taking care the child and so on. My child then was
sent to nursery, where there were perfectly skillful nurserymen.
Thanks for them, who has been taking care well, eventually better
than their parents, the little girl. Furthermore, I also feel grateful
for a society of perfect service for child, where doctors take care
well my child when she was ill, everyone works hard with the
highest responsibility to pay for free service for children.
Working hard but also enjoying life. I frequently spent
free time for meeting, having parties with my friends of both
internationals and countrymen. Moreover, we together visited
to sightseeing in Fukuoka such as Dazaifu temple, Hakozaki
shrine, Uminonakamichi park. Recently, it was Sakura viewing.
We Vietnamese gathered a cherry blossom view, chatted, shared
experiences and tasted Japanese food. Sometimes, I took part in
international tournament, a chance to make friends and exchange
cultures. It all was unforgettable things.

TRAN Viet Phuong
Japan – unforgettable voyage

Time flies and I have gone through more than a half time of
my Master course in Kyushu University. Studying and working
research in Japan help me realize thoroughly a priceless lesson:
“A dream doesn’t become reality through magic, it takes sweat,
determination and hard work“ (Colin Powell). I have learnt a
great deal from Japanese people in my laboratory by the way
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PRUM Viseth

important to
discuss and learn
from each other.
This improvement
will give me a hand
a lot in my job
when I return my
home country.
I would
like to express my
sincere gratitude
to Professor Dr. Shoichi ITO and Associate Professor Dr. Hiroshi
ISODA for their invaluable time granted, motivation and excellent
guidance of my research. I would not achieve without their
supports. I also would like to thanks my lab mates for helping and
supporting me. I would like to take this opportunity to give my
profound appreciation to JICE coordinators for their fully supports
and assistance to make me much easier and enjoyable.

Now I am a second
year master student of JDS
program 2013-2015. It has
been two years studied at
Kyushu University and
living in Fukuoka Prefecture.
During this two years, it
has provided me a lot of
experiences that I learnt and
achieved from here in my
daily life and academic life.
I really appreciate
the living condition here.
Social services and the
healthcare system are very
good. Everybody is offered equity social welfare. I am so excited
and nothing to be concerned about my everyday life. I live
together with my family and my daughter attends nursery school
(Shirohama Hoikuen). Parent who are busy with their study or
job so they can send their children to nursery school. Children
are taken care by professional teachers with very good facilities.
Moreover healthcare service for children less than five years old
is covered 100% by national insurance. The tuition fee for nursery
school and healthcare service fee is very reasonable. Everything is
systematic and so convenient such as working system and public
transport; security and safety are ensured. I take my free time to
sightseeing many places and enjoy delicious and healthy food
with my family, friends, and my host family. Meeting with people,
we have chance to discuss and exchange ideas, culture and so
on to gain knowledge and strengthen the relationship. I enjoyed
and experienced with snow, skiing and Japanese hot spring.
Furthermore, Cherry blossom is very beautiful and unique I really
like it.
For my study life, I get the very nice condition and
environment for studying. University provides comfortable and
useful library with lots of books, modern computers, quiet and
space to concentrate on studying. All students can have access to
textbooks, journal and any reference documents and download
from the library and outside via good internet system. Kyushu
University is one of the prestigious universities in Japan. In
the second year, I spent my time to concentrate on my research
and data analysis. I always take part in a weekly seminar in my
laboratory. All students have chance to give a presentation to get
constructive comments from professor and lab mates. Professor
and associate professor instructed me to improve my research to
be a formative and professional direction. I have to spend much
time to read and discuss to gain knowledge and explore new
thing. Moreover, I have opportunity to participate in conferences
with my professor and lab mates that I can expand my academic
research. I think I grow up in many ways. Self-study is necessary
for improving sustainability. And also group study is extremely

KONG Sothea
My profiles

Primarily, I would like to introduce myself. I am Kong
Sothea, a JDS batch 13 fellow from Cambodia, and have
been pursuing the master degree in agricultural and rural
economics belonging to the Laboratory of Agricultural and Farm
Management, Kyushu University. Presently, I am the second
year master student and will be sooner graduated the degree in
this coming September 2015. Specifically, let me depict more
details about life of study and residing in Fukuoka prefecture,
Japan, where I have experienced with. It is certainly true that the
period of 2 years studying in Japan is seemed to be long, whereas
I reckon that it appears to be a short time. The reason, why I
mentioned such that, is due to the fact that studying in Japan
makes me immense pleasure not only practice skills with many
classmates but also mingle with other colleague from dissimilar
parts of countries. Furthermore, studying in Japan forges me an
international friendship and network building. Regarding to these
points of views, these inspire me to adopt new environment that
is fantastic experience. Moreover, academically there have been
many professional and qualified professors, who offer me the
valuable lectures
with skillful
experiences
and genuine
explanation.
To be more
understandable, I
have been obtained
many excursions
guided by many
professors who are
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generous, friendly,
and respectful
bring us to visit
Japanese farms,
where are entirely
stretched in various
prefectures. For
instance, there were
many impressive
programs involving
with workshops,
conferences and symposiums that I joined were organized and
provided by well-known professors and high-ranking universities.
Due to these manners, I firmly witness that I trust and feel more
confident on the quality of education system in Kyushu University,
Japan, because of a highly capacity building. I am very delighted
and proud of gaining the well-educated training in Japan,
accordingly. Besides, I totally immerse myself to study Japanese
language, which I believe that it is extremely extraordinary for
daily communication. Thus, this language makes me comprehend
and embed the adorable culture, respectful tradition and docile
custom of Japan. Remarkably, Japanese people are very respectful,
broad-minded, honest and polite that behave a very good pattern
for me as well as others. With social life, I prefer environment and
life living in Japan deeply due to the fact that living is not jostling
crowds or congested traffics, especially Fukuoka prefecture where
is my favorite place, and where the temperature is very good not
extremely cold during winter which is easily adoptable and many
beautiful gardens having many vivid flowers and other elegant
landscapes. Endingly, I would like to express my wholehearted
thanks to Professor Dr. Teruaki NANSEKI who offers the
best opportunity for me to study in the university and warmly
supervises me in conducting research, and also assistant professor
Dr. Yosuke CHOMEI who assists and facilitates me in study
and conducting research. Furthermore, I would like to express
my sincere thanks to Japanese people, JICE staff, and Japan
Development Scholarship program in supporting me for study in
Japan.

Regarding the academic life, I feel that my knowledge has
grew up evidently in term knowledge, skill, and also Japanese
language ability, even it does not go smoothly and have seriously
stress sometime. Beside of course lecture, the facilities of the
university allows me and other students the sufficient learning tool,
particularly for self-learning which is very common here. Students
have to lead their own research by themselves. For my case, I am
doing a research experiment related to rice production. Every two
weeks, I have a regular meeting with my professor to report about
my research progress. More than the regular meeting, there have
the laboratory seminar once a month. This seminar is managed
in order to create an opportunity for all students to present their
research work. Through this seminar, I get comments from not
only my professor, but also from every lab member. Moreover, I
learn many things from other researches.
Along with my studying, I am not negligent to learn
Japanese culture and custom. I used to stay with Japanese family
(home stay) and joined many Japanese social activities with local
people like cherry-blossom viewing ( 花見 ), Yamakasa and so on.
I noted that Sakura lose its attraction when the eating session starts.
People enjoy eating rather than seeing flower ( 笑 ). Furthermore,
I was very lucky to learn about Japanese political system during
the national parliament election and local election campaign. It is
amusing and unbelievable when there is not negligible Japanese
citizen knows how many and how name of the Japanese prime
minister is in last 5 years (?_?). Additionally, I also take my spare
time to travel around this nation. I joined most of trips organized
by the university and my laboratory. I also organized my private
trip to other cities such as Hiroshima, Kyoto and Tokyo where is
recognized as the amazing place that is recommended to visit.
As result, JDS program, Japan’s Grant Aid for Human
Resource Development Program, provides me the great
opportunity to expand not only technical knowledge and skill, but
also socialized knowledge. Taking this opportunity, I would like
to express my gratitude to Japanese Government for creating this
program. Without JDS program, I, my self, and other JDS program
students might not be able to pursue higher education in Japan,
so that I strongly hope this program will be continued as long as
it can. I also would like to express my special thanks to JICE and
JICE’s Staff for very kind support.
By the way, I am happy when I think my course will be
completed, and I will return back to my beautiful home country
with fruitful result very soon. Instead, I feel very sad while I am
not ready to leave this wonderful place with wonderful memories.
However, I hope I will come here again at least for visiting.

TAING Koungveng
My second year experience

This is the second year of my master course at Kyushu
University, Fukuoka, Japan. I will complete my study and return
home in next few months. Let me remind that I am very lucky for
being accepted as a member of laboratory of irrigation and water
management of Kyushu University. Here, I have the wonderful
memories with Japanese friends and other friends from various
countries. Taking this occasion, I would like to express my
grateful thanks to my professor, Dr. Yoshiyuki SHINOGI and Dr.
Tetsuro FUKUDA for his kind assistance, guidance, and advice for
academic as well as daily life.
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not catch the main idea of lecture due to some speaker are lack of
English speaking but it is not big deal we can share and learn from
each other among friends.
In the additional, I met some difficulties in term of
laboratory journey. It is located in Sasaguri forest, quite far from
my place. Thus, I have to commute their by bus but I usually
missed to catch the bus on the transit bus so I have to wait until
next bus coming and it takes around one hour. And I try to ride my
bicycle to the laboratory it took around one hour and half for one
way trip however, it is does not big problem but the main issue
is very weather and windy. Thus, now a day I took the JR train
because it is the most convenience way but it takes some more
cost.
However, when I arrived my laboratory, I felt release
my tired while I was seeing the green view of forest around my
laboratory. It is a nice view and sometimes, I have very lovely staff
and friendly laboratory mate. I am very happy and enjoy to work
with them, I have to work in team with my laboratory’s friend.
It makes us can learn, help, explain something from each other
and sometimes my sensei also joined with our field work too. We
often have lunch during break time with each other that is a good
memory for me as one family.
In conclusion, life as a student in Japan during seven
months makes me feel excited and I still desire to explore and gain
more new knowledge and experiences. I would like to express
my sincere thanks to the Government of Japan that provide me a
chance to study here under JDS program. Furthermore, I would
like to give my thankfulness to Japanese International Cooperation
Center’s agency who always take care me since I have arrived in
Japan. Especially, Kazumi KAWANO, who are always beside me
when I needed some help.

2014 Entrance
SISADETH Vansath
Student life in Japan Report
Time flied very fast
since I have had arrived
Japan. It was already
almost seven months
that I am a Laos JDS
fellow in Laboratory of
Forest Eco-hydrology
under agriculture faculty
of K y u s h u U n i v e r s i t y.
Studying in Japan has
provided me a lot of
unforgettable memories
both daily life and
academic study.
First of all, I would
like to express my heartfelt
thankfulness to Japanese
government who have provide the scholarship to Laos, especially
to government official under Japanese Grand Aid for Human
Resource Development Scholarship Program to strengthen the
ability to official. Moreover, I would like to express my deep
impression to Professor Kyoichi OTSUKI and my professor
Associate Professor Tamao KASAHARA and Sun Haotian,PHD
for the guidance with all their heart to my research.
This is not first time for me to live in oversea and far away
from my home country. However, at first before I am here in Japan
I thought that I will face to many difficulties and it is hard to adapt
my daily life, due to language barrier. Anyway, after living in
Japan for a while, I found that it is not that much hard and difficult
to live in this peaceful country. Nevertheless, during I stayed in
dormitory, I stayed with my friends in sharing room. We spend
our time with each other by cooking, cleaning, talking and visiting
with each other. It was given me a good memory with my friends
who have never known each other before and we could know in
deep as one family while we are in Japan. And lucky me, I met
some of Laos senior JDS and other Laos Phd student who are
always guide and provide many useful living and academic life
information. We have some times gathering and sharing our idea.
So far I have many friends from different country, particular JDS
fellows, we have some times for sport and event to release our
stressful.
In the other hand the academic life, during my first semester
I took four subjects and one compulsory subject. It seem to tight
schedule, some day it is took all day long class but it was good
for keep learning. However, I can gain a lot of lesson and sharing
experiences with lecturer and classmates but I sometimes could

KHOUNTHIKOUMMANE Somsanouk
Japan in my mind and my daily life change.

ARIGATO, First of All I would like to express my sincere
and grateful thank from the bottom of my heart to the Japan
International Cooperation Center(JICE), Japanese International
Cooperation Agency(JICA) and Lao Ministry of Education for
provide me a good opportunity to be one of JDS student (batch15)
fellow 2014 to study at Kyushu University.
After the announcement of candidates who was pass a
final round to study in Japan by JICE Office in Lao, I knew that I
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JICE-Lao staff: Yeah, sure you
are one of the JDS fellow
2014. And if possible
please come to our office
on this Friday morning. It’s
Okay?
Me: Sure KUBO, see you on
Friday morning and Kop
Chai Lai Lai. Meaning
(Thank you very much)
J I C E - L a o s t a f f : Wa r m
welcome; see you soon,
good bye.

was selected to be
one JDS student to
study at Khushyu
U n i v e r s i t y, m y
dream will became
true. for the firsttime of my oversea
study.
My first life
in Japan I arrived
August 29, 2014 at
Kansai airport,Osaka prefecture
Every day such as morning you will hear “Ohayoo”,
afternoon “ Konnichiwa” and Evening “ Konbanwa” during I
stayed at Shin OSAKA Washington Hotel, I spent about 3 weeks
in Osaka prefecture to attend the orientation with international
students organize by JICE, The orientation presented about
Overviews of Japan, how to study, How to live and how to survive
from disaster, and basic Japanese language and made friendship
among international students.
After finished orientation, all of us departure and be divided
in different universities for academic study. Boarding the highspeed train(shin kansen) to Kyushu University, Fukuoka city,
and JICE Coordinator helped to us during the traveling and
supported us when we arrived in Fukuoka such as how to use
public transportation to university, information our professor, and
opening bank accountant, health insurance and other.
Fukuoka city is wonderful and beautiful and living and I
like this place because people are very kind and friendly, natural
environment and clean, hight transport facility, convenient stores,
supermarket and I stayed in kashihama (kaikan) international
house for sixth months and share room with Chinese student, the
daily every day we will cleaning room and cooking together and
share culture and the first time for me to ride the bicycle.
The weather in winter is clod for me because my country
is not cold like here, the first time to stayed in the cold place
and some time I saw the snow fall down so beautiful and I like
food such as Lamen, Oudong, Shushi and sometime on weekend
together with Lao senior and other friends to cooking Lao
traditional food and enjoy and share experience
My academic life started since the day of entrance ceremony
for fall semester in October, 2014. All lecture for master course are
conducted in English
On this occasion I would like to express thank to my
supervisor to Professors ”sensei” Dr.Kazuo Ogata to advise to
how to selected subject to study in the first semester and coming
spring second semester And also my sub supervisor to Professor
”sensei” Dr. HYAKUMURA Kimihiko to advise my research plan
and All other professor, senior, friends and my family and staffs in
Institute of Tropical Agriculture to support and helping me.

After called, Japan
Country come to my mind,
wow, I am Master student in
Japan soon. Then I call to my
mother.
I still was remembering
that moment, when I was announced by JICE staff in Lao PDR. I
was too much excited because my dream comes true. It is not only
my dream but it is our dream I mean my family dream too.
Right now, I am a Lao JDS fellow 2014. And I belonging
to Entomology Laboratory, Department of Agriculture. Graduate
School of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences, Kyushu
University, Fukuoka City, Japan.
Certainly, when your daily life changes, when the
environment around you changes, many people who go abroad
find their daily routine changing to adapt to the new environment,
sometimes without being aware of the change you must be change
too. And yeah sure I am change. I have changed my life to adapt
to the train and city bus schedule. I have started sorting the trash
out into burnable and non-burnable. I carry a Japanese dictionary
everywhere and I am more tolerant. It is some simple change in
my life.
My daily life is simple during I lived at the Hotel. I get up
at seven o'clock in the morning. Then I go to toilet, brush my teeth
and wash my face. Then I drink a cup of Japanese coffee and sit
down to see my schedule. Read my email. And then I took my
bag and go meeting room. All JDS students were joined many
orientation programs such as how to live and study in Japan,
how to survive on disasters (Typhoon, Earthquake…) but on the
weekend or free day we were travelled around City for visited
temple, park, shopping-landmark…
I spent a period of about 1 month first in Japan in the hotel
very click fast. Studied with the wonderful Sensei (Professor),
worked with nice JICE team in OSACA and also JICE team in
FUKUOKA office. I had the shared daily life with 20 persons,
JDS batch15 from Laos and more than 90 persons up from other
country like as Cambodia, Myanmar, Vietnam, Mongolia, and etc.
This is simple daily life about1 moth first in Japan.

SENGSAY Somkhit

DAO Thi Hoang Anh

Japan in my mind and my daily life change.
One-day in 2014 in the late morning, Cling…Cling…
Cling… (Mobile rang)
Shock conversation was started:
JICE-Lao staff: Hello, good morning, Are you Somkhit
SENGSAY?
Me: Yeah, I am specking. What is it?
JICE-Lao staff: Yeah, I am Mis. KUBO San from JICE-Lao office
and I would like to Announcing on you are One of the JDS
fellow 2014 and Big congratulation.
Me: Umm, What, Thanks so much but Could you repeat again
please?

My new life in Japan
I cannot forget my feeling when I arrived the first time in
Japan 7 months ago. Japan greeted me with the clear sky, fresh air,
quiet, and polite people. I thought: Well, here it is, where I always
wanted to be once and again in my life! After a period of time had
familiarized with Japan, I went to Fukuoka, a warm Southern City
where I would be fond of in 2 years study in Japan.
If someone asked me which point I like in Fukuoka, I do not
specify it, not because there is nothing to love that because there
are too many things a foreigner like me was fascinated.
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train or subway
station freely. I am
impressed with
the convenience
and comfort
provided by this
c i t y. H o w e v e r,
it must be said
that my first great
impression is
“domitory time”
when i have
stayed in the international students’ dormitory for several months
before moving to my current place. Althought it takes about 20
minutes to go by bycicle or bus to my university, i have no worries
or nervous as many new students faced when staying far away
from home. The reasons are good facilites, beautiful location and
international environtment of the domitory. Rooms equipped with
full amenities, from fridge, washing machine to furniture such
as private table, etc. One of the most interesting about this place
is location nearby the beach. Every afternoon, I can enjoy fresh
air from the beach while watching local people doing exercise or
caring their pets. Children like to play games on the sand, while
some of them collecting marine products.
My roommate comes from Korea. Maybe because of
the same age, we have a good time together. We can share our
experience in cooking traditional food, exchanging each culture.
I realize many interesting differences between Vietnam and other
cultures. At that time, there is a small memory that we cannot
forget. One day, a fire alarm rang. Because our room was in
highest floor, we were nervous. We rushed out of our room and
prepared to all plans which may happens. Then, we fought out that
it was a small error and the problem was quickly solved, luckily.
Now, even we have no longer stayed together, my roommate and I
still keep in touch and became good friends.
-Laboratory – where study and make friends:
After class, I study in my laboratory. As others labs in
our university, my lab has professional environment to conduct
research and study. Every week, we have regular seminar in
both Japanese and English. Each student needs to prepare and
present his/her research and its progress. After that, professors
and lab mates give valuable comments, questions, suggestions
and recommendations. Then I can recognize my mistakes,
shortcomings and improve gradually. Also, I can learn a lot from
my lab mates’ research and other comments. I would like to show
my sincere thanks to my professors and lab mates for their support.
Moreover, my laboratory not only gives me the academic
environment but also friendships. On special occasions, we often
organize parties in our lab. Students, who responsible for organize
the party, prepare food and drink themselves at the lab. So we can
enjoy cooking together. I really love some Japanese dishes like
Nabemono or takoyaki. Also I can introduce our traditional food in
the party.
In short, I am starting my new life in the beautiful Fukuoka
city. The peaceful life, gentle people and beautiful scenery here
have fulfilled my dream and inspired me to enjoy every moment in
study and life.

I like people here.
They are polite, friendly
and dedicated. With their
help, everything will be
solved gently. Moreover,
they also help me to
complete my personality
as well as my outlook on
life.
I like temples,
which not crowded and
noisy as in my country,
that return to its true
meaning: a place for
people to feel peace and
serene.
I like the cartoon
images appear everywhere. Everything I have seen makes me
smile and think more optimistic^^
I like colour through flowers. This is the first time I saw the
cherry blossoms everywhere and truthful like this. Perhaps, I will
never forget that scene.
Not only like the environment in here, standing point as a
student of Kyushu University, I also impressed with many study
trips. I went to many places, learned a lot of things, not only
knowledge but also Japanese culture. I went to plum garden and
learn how the farmer pares some branches away in winter to
preparing for fruits in spring-summer. I went to Yakult factory to
see the giant machinery working without many people and clean
absolutely. I also went to the Netherlands in Japan – Huis Ten
Bosch to see their perfect water management process.
Finally, I expressed my gratitude to JDS Scholarship that
give me an opportunity to study in Japan; JICE HQ office because
of their tremendous support; and to Professor.Dr. Mitsuyasu Yabe
who lead me on this research road.

DANG Thi Hai Yen
My new life – new memories in Fukuoka
When I was a child,
I have many dreams, and
one of them is travelling
to the promised lands,
where I knew about
through comics, cartoons
and film. I imagined
enjoying the beautiful
scenery, interested people
and delicious food. When
older, I would like to
study abroad to acquired
advanced knowledge and
explore new culture. And
my dreams have become
a reality when I received a
JDS scholarship to study
in Japan – the convergence
of modern technology in
life, advanced education and particular culture

HOANG Quang Duong

.My new life – new memories in Fukuoka
-Dormitory and roommate:
I have been in Fukuoka for nearly 7 months. Currently,
I am familiar with new life and people here. My room is very
convenient location, where I can walk to university, supermarket,

Life in Japan – Life in peace
First of all, before start to talk about my feeling on Japan,
I would like to say thank you to JICE, Professor Kazuaki
HIRAMATSU and my supervisor – Associate Professor Masayoshi
HARADA who gave me a change to study in Japan and supported
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such as modern facilities in the laboratory, enormous references in
the library system etc. I really has been convinced by the effective
and intelligent organization in the central library and often come
here for studied purpose. If you need a place for working group,
center library offers for you a working place at the second floor
with many free facilities such as white broad, pens, chair etc. If
you need a quiet location for self-study, they give you many seats
on the third floor without any noise to concentrate on your study.
Moreover, there are many books as well as computers to support
for your research. Students are available to use them freely in the
central library and no need to pay any fee for using.
In Kyushu University, I am belonging to the Laboratory of
Water Environment Engineering and I think I am really lucky to
be member of the laboratory. Everybody in the laboratory is very
friendly and very kind. For the first meet, they welcome me by a
warm party and this made me feel very happy. Every day, I spent
almost time for classes and studying in the laboratory. We have
many seminar to discuss on research and share knowledge together.
In addition, sensei and other students in the laboratory also help
me very much to adapt with new environment. For example, my
research need to implement experiments in the Ito campus and
the laboratory’s facilities are very new for me. I have never made
these experiments before so at the first time, I am really worry.
However, with friendly support from my sensei and my tutor as
well as other undergraduate students, I quickly acquaint with new
facilities and new environment in the laboratory. Therefore, now I
am confident that I could implement experiments under guidance
of my sensei and my tutor.
In conclusion, after six months, I have studied many useful
knowledge and I hope that until completed master course, I will
achieve more and more skills, experiences and knowledge. All of
these knowledge would be applied to my work and contribute to
the development of Vietnam.

me very much for my
life in Japan. With their
support, my life – life of
a leaving home student in
Japan become easier and
more comfortable. Now,
let’s me share my feeling
on life in Japan with you.
If I have been
asked to describe Life
in Japan with only one
word, I will said “Peace”
without any hesitance.
Indeed, we arrived in Japan at the end of August in 2014 and up to
now, I have been stayed in Japan more than 6 months. For me, 6
months period including nearly 2 weeks in Osaka and 6 months in
Fukuoka is not so long but enough to experience and understand
life in Japan.
When I just arrived in Japan, other JDS students and I
stayed at Shin Osaka Washington Hotel. At first, I have been
impressed with people in here. Even though everyone is busy, they
were walking hurry on the road to their destination but everything
is peace. Perhaps you will talk this feeling is quite strange because
here is a crowded city with many busy people. However, this is a
real feeling that I felt. Osaka is crowded but I make sure that you
can not find out any complain, noise and fight at public places.
That is the reason why I felt peace. In addition, I also has been
impressed by kindness of people in Japan. I lost the way not only
one time but also several times but in any case, I always get kindly
support from strange Japanese people. Some persons, they even
brought me to my destination and I had been impressed much by
this action. It is not easy to see the same action in other countries.
After ten days in Osaka for orientation, with kindly support
from JICE, I went to Fukuoka by Shinkansen – the most famous
transport in Japan. In Fukuoka, we stayed in the Vessel hotel and
then moved to Kaikan – the Kyushu’s dormitory for international
students. My feeling about Fukuoka is this city is a peaceful and
beautiful city, really suit for anyone who want to study hard and
enjoy relaxing in peaceful atmosphere. Fukuoka city was located
in the South of Japan and near by the sea, therefore, atmosphere
in here is very fresh, warmer and less harsh than other cities in
the North. In addition, one point that I love in Fukuoka city is
rivers are very clean with many kinds of bird living along the
river. Every time I feel stress, I often go along the river, breathing
fresh air and viewing peaceful scene. It makes me feel happy and
rehabilitate energy to continue studying hard.

DAO Minh Hai
My life and my study in Kyushu University, Japan

Academic life
One thing that I had been much impressed in Kyushu
University is the slogan of the university: “Open the door to a
new century of knowledge”. I decided to study in here because
of this slogan and now, I believed that I had the correct choice.
Academic environment in Kyushu University is wonderful. In
here, students have anything they need to support for their study

When I was a child, I know Japan through mangas,
especially Doraemon comic trip. Thanks to mangas, I begin to
understand about Japanese traditional cultures as well as people.
And, my dream for visiting Japan is also generated from here.
Eventually, my dream has become true on 6th, March, 2014, when I
got email from JICE-JDS office to inform that I have successfully
passed the Final Interview and became a JDS fellow 2014-2015.
This is the most important email and has changed my life.
I arrived to Japan on 28 th , August, 2014 in Kansai
International Airport, Osaka City. We are welcomed by JICE staff
with a warm smile. She accompanied with us to hotel in Osaka,
where we will stay over 10 days. During this time, JICE organized
orientations for all JDS fellows come from all different countries.
Through these actives, I have a good chance to understand more
about Japanese economy, politic, society, culture and make
the cross-culture with other JDS students. Also, staying there
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Min San
My student life and enjoyable time in Kyushu University,
Fukuoka

allowed me to visit several interesting places such as Kyoto city,
Todaiji temple in Nara, Osaka Castle …. Afterthat, we moved to
Fukuoka for beginning 2 study-years. I was organized to stay in
Kyushu University International House for six months with other
a Mongolian student. This was a beautiful and convenient place
for living and studying. From there, it took about 20 minutes by
bicycle to University. The renting fee was so cheap and it also
was near a park with a lot of trees, near a supermarket and a nice
beach. My Japanese friends have warned me about how cold in the
winter of Fukuoka region, eventually winter has come and so did
the snow. It is amazing and so beautiful. The outside temperature
wasn’t as bad as Hokkaido, but it is so cold for me (my country
is tropical area). The fallen snow will be melted when reaching to
ground.
To be honest, I am so worry about daily live and studying
program in Japan before going to Japan. However, when I stayed
here, I recognized that these worries are not necessary. All JDS
fellows are always supported by JICE staffs who are very kind
and friendly to assist all problems of JDS fellows in live and study
in Japan. In academic life, I found that Kyushu University is a
wonderful place for studying and researching. You can easy to
find reference documents, journals, e-books and textbooks from
library as well as well-organized system website. Regarding the
study program for special course, the International Development
Research, I have to obtain 30 hour credits to complete the Master’s
program and all the lectures are given by well-known Professors in
English. In laboratory, each JDS student has a tutor who not only
support in research experiment but also for difficulties in daily
activities. And of course, when I face obstacles in my researches,
my supervisor, tutor and colleagues will give me the useful
advices. Also, I would like to give sincerely thankful words to my
supervisor: Professor Yuji OSHIMA who is so knowledgeable,
enthusiastic, patient, kind and always help me in my researcher
experiments. Besides studying subjects in classes, I also attended
seminars in my laboratory by two times per weeks. These seminars
are made by all members alternatively with focusing on their
research and involved journals. This is a good opportunities to
share the knowledge together and even give solutions for new
problems in research.
Deeply in my heart, being a student in Graduate School of
Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences, Kyushu University is
a great honor. Studying here not only give me a good opportunities
to acquired new knowledge, but also absorb the traditional customs
of Japan. Finally, I would like to express my sincere appreciation
to Japanese Government, Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA) for their financial supports and JICE staffs for their kind
care during my life in Japan.

I am a first year master student belong to the environmental
economics laboratory, department of agricultural and resources
economics, the Faculty of agriculture, Kyushu University under
the supervision of Professor Dr. Mitsuyasu Yabe. Before I
describe my occurrences, I would like to express appreciation
to all persons who take part in JDS program. Our coordinators
from Kyushu branch are very kind and always take care of us
as their own family. They are always ready to provide help and
advice whenever we need. Under their support, our life in Japan
is convenient and we can concentrate in our study without any
difficulties. In my opinion JDS program is well planned and called
us step by step to be adaptable with new environment.
I arrived in Osaka in the August of 2014.The JDS
scholarship program is arranged for orientation in which expound
on Japanese society, culture, politic, education, administration,
economy in Japan, daily stress management, JICE’s activities,
expectation for participants and workshop in cross-cultural
understanding with other JDS students as well as Japanese people.
At that time we got a chance to share our knowledge, our culture
from different countries and communicate other international
student. Moreover JICE, JDS is arranged for us the detailed kind
consideration and preparation in advanced in Japan. That’s why
they prepare for us the another valuable trip which is disaster
prevention center in Kyoto in where we got the knowledge how to
protect and make ourselves escape if we face the fire, earthquake
and typhoon suddenly. Staying in Osaka give me a chance to visit
Osaka castle museum, Kyoto Aquarium, Kobe harbor and other
interesting places in there.
I moved to Fukuoka city where Kyushu University situated
in September. I stayed in University International House in
Kashiihama and then my study life in university is also started.
I appreciated JDS
program want to
live us with other
international student
in dormitory because
while staying in
there I got a good
roommate from
foreign country and
had an opportunity
to communicate
with other foreign
students under
d i ff e r e n t s c h o l a r
programs and let
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Kyaw Phone Wai

be wide my social
environmental.
Wi t h i n t h i s
s e m e s t e r, I h a v e
learnt many lectures
taught by professors
from different
l a b o r a t o r y. M o s t
of the lectures are
concerned a variety
of fields and related
with our research. Firstly, I felt nervous because my research is
little difficult to compare with my background field. Nevertheless,
all anxieties gradually disappeared day to day passed because my
Professor, Dr.Mitsuyasu Yabe, held the Econometric seminar every
week in our laboratory. And then, it was a great chance to add my
knowledge gap as much as possible. My Professor and University
invited the Professors from Foreign University as University of
New Zealand, United Kingdom, Wageningen University, Sangji
University (korea). Beside from these lectures, Our University
provides Japanese language class for foreign students to smooth
their life in Japan. We can apply according to our interest, like
speaking, grammar class.
Apart from these lectures and study times, we can enjoy
many trips and events organized by Kyushu University, Kyushu
University Foreign Students Association (KUFSA), FOSA, our
Laboratory and our lecturers. Therefore I got an opportunity
to go to the research tour to Huis Ten Bosch in Nagasaki,
kumamoto(Aso volcano),Yanagawa, Beppu Jigoku, Yakult Saga
Factory, Hirokawa fruits village for strawberry picking. All of trip
gave me valuable knowledge and enjoyable memory. Then, I had
a chance to join ‘Hanami’ at Dazaifu Tenmangu and Ohori Park
organized by KUFSA and It’s time. I have never seen such a great
one before. I felt very happy and excited. I enjoyed the “Hanami”
festival. I treasure those precious moments in my life.
Study in Kyushu University gave me great opportunity to
learn not only in my academic field but also social and cultural
experiences. To sum up, I am really thankful to JDS program
selected me as a JDS fellow. I would like to express a deep sense
of gratitude to JDS program, Professor Dr.Mitsuyasu Yabe, JDS
coordinators and all people who encourage me to survive smoothly
in Japan.

My Daily Life and Experiences Study in Japan
First of All, I
would like to express
my heartfelt thanks to
the Japan International
Cooperation Center
(JICE), Japanese
International
Cooperation Agency
(JICA) and Ministry
of Environmental
Conservation and
Forestry, Myanmar,
for providing me the
good opportunities to
be one of JDS students
(batch15) fellow, 2014
to study at Kyushu
University.
I am a first year
master student of JDS Program 2014-2016, I am in the laboratory
of forest policy, under the supervision of my sensei “Professor” Dr.
SATO Noriko and sensei “Assistant Professor” Dr. KAWASAKI
Akie.
I arrived Japan on August 29, 2014 and stayed about 3
weeks in Shin OSAKA Washington Hotel. And we had to spend
those times by attending orientations with international students
organize by JICE, the seminar about the culture and economic
conditions of japan, cross cultural exchange experiences, disaster
management control practices, lecture for how to live, how to
study in Japan and basic communication Japanese language and
aparting party for international students for making friendship.
After that we had to move for our corresponding universities
and time to say goodbye each other’s. When I arrived Fukuoka
City, which may be at the end of September 2014, JICE
Coordinator helped us for how to use the public transportations,
helping for making bank account and health insurance and helping
for enrolling the international student house (Kaikan).While we
was arranged to meet some of the seniors from Kyushu University,
we had a time to say goodbye for some of the seniors who will
graduate in a few days. And I will never forget that time, they
treated all of the newly enrolled students from different countries,
like us.
MY study life has been started since 1st October, 2014 to
until now, that may be almost 7 months. During this studying times
in Kyushu University, I got the best conditions, environments
and good relationships between international students rather than
studying. Sometimes, I participated in traditional activities and
I have been to some
places for sightseeing
arranged by University
and some of the seniors.
Those trips made me
happy, fresh, broaden
my knowledge and
relief from some stress
while having little
homesickness.
After the end of
first semester, round
a b o u t i n F e b r u a r y,
I went back to my
country for my
preliminary data
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collection under the suggestion of my senseis. After that I had
to make my poster presentation for the Japanese Forest Society
in Hokkaido, Sapporo, in March 2015. That was a great time for
me for experiencing about presentation and receiving the advices
and suggestions from the professors from other universities along
Japan. And I have experienced about the nature of Hokkaido and
famous foods in there, like delicious curry, fresh fish market, fresh
sashimi, sushi, king crabs…and the snowflakes that I have never
seen before and the first time for my life.
Finally, I would like to express thank to my sensei
“Professor” Dr. SATO Noriko and sensei “Assistant Professor”
Dr. KAWASAKI Akie for advising me to how to select subject
to study in the first semester and coming spring second semester,
advising for my research plan and provision of items and papers
for my research. All other professors, seniors, friends, and my
lab mates from Forest Policy Lab for supporting and helping me.
And I would like to express my profound thanks to the Japanese
Government, Japanese people, and JICE staffs for their kind
supports and assistance for my living and studying in Japan
without any problems.
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